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Safe Harbor Disclosure

Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Act of 1995: 
Certain of the statements contained in this presentation, including, but 
not limited to, information regarding the future economic performance 
and financial condition of the company, the plans and objectives of the 
company’s management, and the company’s assumptions regarding 
such performance and plans are forward-looking in nature. Actual results 
could differ materially from the forward-looking information in this 
presentation due to a variety of factors.

The Scotts Miracle-Gro Company encourages investors to learn more 
about these risk factors. A detailed explanation of these factors are 
available in the company’s publicly filed quarterly and annual reports.



What to expect from today’s discussion

We are putting our competitive advantages to work in driving growth



Starting our discussion where we left off during 
our year-end conference call

Planned increase in interest expense from recapitalization

SG&A increases due to reinstatement of management incentives

Incremental investment of $20-25 million to drive long-term growth

We expect pro forma EPS to increase up to 8% in fiscal 2008
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Dave Evans, Chief Financial Officer
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Our previous reporting segments 

Percent of company-wide sales

International: 16%

Scotts LawnService: 8%

Smith & Hawken: 7%

North America: 69%



Beginning in fiscal 2008, we will adopt new 
segment reporting

Breakdown of 2007 sales based on new segments

Global Professional: 10%

Scotts LawnService: 8%

Smith & Hawken: 7%

Global Consumer: 75%



Global Consumer will be divided in four categories

Breakdown of Global Consumer

Global Professional: 10%
Scotts LawnService: 8%

Smith & Hawken: 7%

Global Consumer: 75%

Lawns: 30% Gardens: 36%

International: 16% Home Protection: 18%
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As we’ve said for a decade …
“If there’s a better business to be in, let us know”

Healthy category with strong demographics

Category leader with growing share

Trusted brands, unrivaled consumer relationships

World-class Supply Chain 

State-of-the-art technology platform

Industry-leading R&D efforts that drive growth

Strong retailer relationships driven by:

- Exceptional service levels

- Unrivaled in-store support 

These strengths remain in place entering 2008



We’re proud of what we’ve built over a period of 
many years, but we were not satisfied with 2007

2007 was a challenging year in more than one respect

We experienced the perfect storm 
– Historically unfavorable weather
– Accelerated increase in Commodity Costs
– Challenging economic environment
We had an unexpected and unfortunate detour in executive team leadership
– Former North America executive departure in June 2007

In this environment, we became extremely focused on meeting 
short-term financial commitments … we believe we had to 

operate this way given the environment we were in.  

Regardless, it was a worse year for others



As a result, we will place greater focus on 
leveraging obvious opportunities with greater 

balance to long-term growth

Our goal is to use our position as preeminent category leader to
drive growth in L&G consumables and further distance 

ourselves from the competition  

Our mission is clear

Dial up our relationship with consumers

Further improve our sales force

Make our Supply Chain even more efficient

Bring more game-changing innovation to the market

Drive real improvements in technology and process
to crush unproductive overhead



And, we will take advantage of the current, unique 
environment to aggressively exploit these 

opportunities

Current environment

Big box, DIY retailers are more dependent on L&G 
category to drive growth in the current, challenged 
economic environment

Weather, commodities, credit markets and competition 
have significantly weakened industry competitors

Broader, macro-economic environment has resulted in 
moderated market expectations for consumer space

Constricted credit markets and current economic 
environment provide increased M&A opportunities for 
strategic buyers with credit   



The plans you will see today reflect this 
confidence and self-assurance

We see 2008 as a unique opportunity to further build our 
position as category leader and distance ourselves from 
competition

We are in a historically strong position both financially and 
competitively to exploit this opportunity

It is obvious what we need to do as it is core to our mission 
and a simple extension of existing capabilities 

We have the right team and structure to guide us on the 
journey

By having more long-term focus, and ruthlessly focusing on extending existing core 
competencies, we will build an even stronger business for the future



Our historic financial performance demonstrates 
our track record for building shareholder value

Since 2002

Strong operating profit growth

$1 billion in free cash flow

Total return of 140% is above 
the market and mid-cap peers

Five-year total return



Our goals for 2007-2011 (stated in annual terms)

Sales growth of 5 to 7 percent

Gross margin improvement of up to 40 bps

Operating income growth of 8 to 10 percent

ROIC improvement of 30 to 50 bps

Free Cash Flow of $150 to $200 million

The plans we are sharing today give us greater 
confidence in extending this record

2008 update will 
show improved 

Long-Term outlook



1. Demonstrate the strength and depth of our management team

Our goals for today’s meeting are straightforward

Combined experience at the SVP/EVP level: 108 years

Worked together with focus and energy to overcome an 
historically challenging season

Collaboration and teamwork have been key to their success



Leadership remains focused on achieving our 
targets and enhancing value

1. Continued execution of our strategic plan

2. Succession planning

3. Further improve our competitive position 

4. Reduce debt and improve our financial flexibility

5. Have a full pipeline of products and programs to drive future growth

My goals for the next three years:



2. Convincingly articulate a plan for continued success

Our goals for today’s meeting are straightforward

Improving our consumer relationships

Driving profitable and unique innovation

Building an ever-better Supply Chain

Creating new opportunities for growth



3. Demonstrate focus on the financial metrics that drive value

Our goals for today’s meeting are straightforward

Management compensation is highly variable and dependent 
upon growth in sales, operating income, gross profit and free 
cash flow

ROIC remains an important value metric and a basis for 
evaluation of capital projects, M&A and long-term strategy

We are exploring other more comprehensive programs to 
increasingly improve alignment of behavior, decision-making
and compensation with shareholder value



Our financial philosophy supports business goals

Minimum standards for EBITA growth, free cash flow

Continually increase flexibility and improve return on programs 
designed to drive near-term results

Identify, manage and protect long-term strategic investments

Continue discipline on cash generation to de-lever balance sheet 
and continually increase financial flexibility

Avoid the temptation of “growth for growth’s sake”

Drive return on invested capital

We must balance near- and long-term growth



Our strategy is unchanged: Our first priority is 
driving growth in our Global Consumer businesses

Develop breakthrough technology
Accelerate geographic growthProfessional

Optimize branch operations
Complete infrastructure build-out
Harmonize best practices

SLS

New product innovation 
Channel growth and diversification
Targeted media to strengthen brands
Supply chain savings initiatives
Improved position in the UK market
Increased buying power with suppliers
Expanded European growing media reach

Global 
Consumer

Build upon our momentum in retail business
Develop “natural” strategy to extend the brand
Improve supply chain, lower our costs

Areas for Investment

Smith & 
Hawken

Business Focus on the core

2008 investments will be targeted
against these priorities

Our core businesses will drive to a
higher level of profitability

We will continue to evolve as a 
global consumer business 



Global Professional will focus on expanding its 
reach and improving North American profits

Develop breakthrough technology
Accelerate geographic growthProfessional

Optimize branch operations
Complete infrastructure build-out
Harmonize best practices

SLS

New product innovation 
Channel growth and diversification
Targeted media to strengthen brands
Supply chain savings initiatives
Improved position in the UK market
Increased buying power with suppliers
Expanded European growing media reach

Global 
Consumer

Build upon our momentum in retail business
Develop “natural” strategy to extend the brand
Improve supply chain, lower our costs

Areas for Investment

Smith & 
Hawken

Business

Renewed emphasis on Pro

Investments in North America 
will drive profitability higher

Strong business with healthy 
margins, growth potential

Will be reinstated as a separate 
financial reporting segment



Scotts LawnService remains important 
component of our long-term growth strategy

Develop breakthrough technology
Accelerate geographic growthProfessional

Optimize branch operations
Complete infrastructure build-out
Harmonize best practices

SLS

New product innovation 
Channel growth and diversification
Targeted media to strengthen brands
Supply chain savings initiatives
Improved position in the UK market
Increased buying power with suppliers
Expanded European growing media reach

Global
Consumer

Build upon our momentum in retail business
Develop “natural” strategy to extend the brand
Improve supply chain, lower our costs

Areas for Investment

Smith & 
Hawken

Business

Scotts LawnService

Continued strong growth in the 
face of economic challenges

Long-term trends remain strong

Use key lessons from our best 
branches to drive system-wide 
improvement



Smith & Hawken has strong momentum to build 
upon and move closer to reaching profitability

• Develop breakthrough technology 
Accelerate geographic growthProfessional

• Optimize branch operations
• Complete infrastructure build-out
• Harmonize best practices

SLS

• New product innovation 
• Channel growth and diversification
• Targeted media to strengthen brands
• Supply chain savings initiatives
• Improved position in the UK market
• Increased buying power with suppliers
• Expanded European growing media reach

Global 
Consumer

• Build upon our momentum in retail business
• Develop ‘natural’ strategy to extend the brand
• Improve supply chain, lower our costs

Areas for Investment

Smith & 
Hawken

Business

Smith & Hawken

Retail is strong, DTC must 
improve to achieve profitability

Focus on using the Smith & 
Hawken as a wholesale brand 
in the organic / naturals category

Invest in systems to improve 
efficiency, lower our costs 



Keys to our long-term success:
continue to exploit our unique market position

$0.0

$20.0

$40.0

$60.0

$80.0

# of reported 
products

40 10 5 1 4 0 2

TNS categorization of brands may not 
equal or match actual brand activity

2 3 0

Source:  TNS Media Intelligence
Reported Time Period: 1/1/07-6/24/07 (B)
Competitors (L-R): Bayer, Raid, OFF, Amdro, D-Con, Over N Out, Rebel, Iams, Mosquito Magnet

The result of our efforts:

91% brand recognition

85% “share of voice”

High levels of consumer trust

2007 U.S. advertising spend

Support of our brands is 3x more than the rest of the industry … combined



… with category demographics identifying 
opportunity for sustained growth 

Age Population Projections
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Age groups 55+ will experience the largest growth over the next decade

Source:  Age Population Projections:  U.S. Census Bureau, 2004, "U.S. Interim Projections by Age, Sex, Race, and Hispanic Origin”.
L&G Participation:  National Gardening Association, 2005, “National Gardening Survey.”



… and where the consumer continued to 
participate when weather cooperated

29%
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… make investments that drive long-term growth

Key Strategies Description

Drive Organic GrowthDrive Organic Growth

• Driving category growth and providing entry into profitable new 
categories (e.g., Naturals) through innovation

• Improve our consumer relationship with improved marketing and 
promotions

• Reinforce our North American sales force

• Driving category growth and providing entry into profitable new 
categories (e.g., Naturals) through innovation

• Improve our consumer relationship with improved marketing and 
promotions

• Reinforce our North American sales force



… while lowering costs and improving service levels 

Key Strategies Description

Manage CostManage Cost
• Lowering costs to maintain pricing and margins in 

hyperinflationary environment
• Need to be lowest-landed cost - evaluating low-cost commodity 

sources through alliances or vertical integration

• Lowering costs to maintain pricing and margins in 
hyperinflationary environment

• Need to be lowest-landed cost - evaluating low-cost commodity 
sources through alliances or vertical integration



We are putting our competitive advantages to 
work in driving long-term shareholder value

We will exploit this unique opportunity to build upon our leadership



Leveraging Our Strengths To 
Drive Growth In Our Core Business

Barry Sanders
Executive Vice President
North America



We have an experienced strong leadership team 
to further strengthen our competitive advantages

Mike Lukemire: Global Technology and 
Operations

Joined ScottsMiracle-Gro in 1996

Previously led Global Supply Chain

Jan Valentic: Marketing Services

Joined ScottsMiracle-Gro in 2007

Previously with Microsoft

Dr. Jeff Garascia: Research and Development

Joined ScottsMiracle-Gro in 2005

Previously led Operations Strategy

Brian Kura: North American Sales

• Joined ScottsMiracle-Gro in 1987

• Previously led Roundup & Wal-Mart 
business development team

Dan Paradiso: Consumer Lawns

Joined ScottsMiracle-Gro in 1996

Previously led North America Sales

Rich Sorota: Consumer Gardens

Joined ScottsMiracle-Gro in 2004

Previously led North America Marketing

Claude Lopez: EVP & Chief Marketing Officer

Joined ScottsMiracle-Gro in 2001

Currently leads International Consumer 
and Global Professional businesses



1. Competitive advantages to are difficult to copy

2. Leaders in a growing category

3. Leadership with a proven track record

Why ScottsMiracle-Gro?

ScottsMiracle-Gro has outstanding appeal against these criteria

1. Competitive advantage in Brands, Supply Chain & Sales

2. Industry leadership with ongoing market share gains in a category 
that has strong long-term characteristics

3. Leadership, vision and execution has led to a total shareholder return 
of 140% since 2002

SMG fundamental strengths make it an outstanding investment



1. Improve our relationship with our 
consumers

2. Give our sales force the tools and 
resources to succeed

3. Focus on innovation that drives 
profitable growth

4. Supply chain driving cost out and 
customer service improvement

5. Take a more holistic view to managing 
our businesses

Five strategies will drive North America success



1. Cross-functional alignment was missing with R&D, Supply Chain and Sales

2. Marketing focus often came at the exclusion of other functions focusing on 
incremental improvements

3. Silos prevented meaningful cross-branding opportunities

The organizational structure change in North 
America  marks a major philosophical shift

Previous design and structure was impeding our success

1. North America focus in 2008; global focus beyond

2. Complete cross-functional responsibility

3. P&L and balance sheet accountability

A General Manager Business Unit Structure



Each has a strong grounding in critical areas of their businesses

Marketing, Innovation, Sales, Supply Chain, Finance, M&A

Complete responsibility and accountability

Focus on developing the next generation of leaders is critical

Teams have been left intact

Only key leadership roles have changed

We have a deep talent pool of VPs and Directors

Structure decreases bureaucracy, allows leaders 
to be more empowered



We will focus on the consumer’s desire to have a healthy lawn

Improving the consumer experience will be key 
to long-term success of our Lawns business

Primarily focused on Scotts brand

Holistic view of lawn care: seed, soil, 
fertilizer, weed & insect control

Focus on innovation that improves 
the consumer experience

Dan Paradiso, SVP & GM



The consumers goal: Beautiful and inspirational gardens and landscapes

Our focus has shifted to ‘gardening’ as opposed 
to individual product categories

Primarily focused on Miracle-Gro brand

Holistic view of gardening: soils, potting 
mix, plant food, weed preventer, 
decorative mulches

Focus on appealing to the emotional 
aspect of the gardening experience

Help consumer envision the entire project
Rich Sorota, SVP & GM



Complex category can be simplified and expanded

Home Protection category has a unique profile 
for North America

Primarily focused on Ortho and 
Roundup brands

Product simplification will be a focus

Improved communication with 
consumers is critical to growth

Adjacent categories offer organic or 
M&A growth opportunities

Tim Portland, SVP & GM



Our vision and strategy are firmly in place 

Solid business model with proven results

Our goals and metrics are in place to drive shareholder value

We are moving forward with focus and speed

We have momentum and an excellent plan for 2008 and beyond

The business has a solid foundation in North 
America to drive our continued success

The current team will continue to build upon past successes

Just Do It – Right Now!



5% to 7% annual organic sales growth

10% to 12% improvement in operating income

Gross margin improvement

Annual improvements in ROIC

We will continue to leverage our core competitive 
advantages to drive strong financial results

Our long-term financial goals have been revised upwards 

Drive Lawn & Garden and relentlessly improve our market position



Communicate with a unified voice

Leverage the entire portfolio of 
products and good ideas

Use innovation as a global advantage

We also have designed the organization to better 
leverage global opportunities 

Chief marketing role will leverage synergies and improve alignment

Claude Lopez, CMO



Our marketing team and structure will take 
advantage of our global strengths

• Import / export strategy: Best ideas will 
be shared globally

• Consistent messages: We will leverage 
advertising and marketing programs 
where possible

• Rich experience: Our team has long 
tenure with SMG and other world-class 
consumer products companies



Global collaboration will require an unselfish 
approach to winning

• Allowing US-based ‘centers of excellence’
in supply chain helped drive International 
success

• Previous mindset in Europe would not 
have supported collaboration

Our International consumer business provides a model for success

We recognize that gardeners worldwide 
have the same goals and aspirations



Creating a global voice and developing global 
brands will be focus as Chief Marketing Officer

• More internal collaboration

• Gardeners are gardeners … no 
matter where they live

• Emerging trends in Europe are likely 
to become larger in the U.S.

We must utilize our portfolio to create synergies that drive growth

ScottsMiracle-Gro is better positioned 
than ever to leverage what we have built



Global IT And Supply Chain:
Leveraging Our Core Strengths

Mike Lukemire
Senior Vice President
Global Technology & Operations



GTO is the largest area of ScottsMiracle-Gro

Key Facts

Comprised of Global IT,                
Supply Chain, R&D 

> 60 facilities worldwide

2,100 associates

Combined budget: $2.1 billion

A look at Global Technology & Operations



Agenda

Project Catalyst
– Annual SG&A savings up to $30 million with payoff beginning in 2009

Commodity Costs
– Minimizing exposure to Commodity Cost increases

Our effort to create a regional supply chain
– Up to $50 million in annual savings opportunities

– Up to $100 to $150 million in incremental cash flow opportunities

An in-depth look at GTO



After the Scotts / Miracle-Gro merger and the acquisition of Ortho we had:

Case Study: 
How Supply Chain became a competitive advantage

The problem

Multiple technology platforms

Multiple sales forces

Multiple customer invoices

Inefficient production capacity

Low productivity

Poor customer service

Our Supply Chain evolved from a weakness to an advantage within 5 years



The solution

Our Supply Chain evolved from a weakness to an advantage within 5 years

Case Study: 
How Supply Chain became a competitive advantage

$250 million of additional capacity 
and other capital programs

$100 million of systems upgrades 
and implementation of SAP and 
Manugistics

Human Capital Management

Our goal was to create “one face to the customer” which required:



Customer fill rates increased from 
92% to 98%+

Inventory turns improved from
2.0 to 4.0

Tens of millions in savings

Our Supply Chain evolved from a weakness to an advantage within 5 years
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1Exclusive of commodity increases, mix, and product changes
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Tactics

Strategic sourcing

Volume leverage

Productivity 
improvements

Since 2002 annual Supply Chain savings: $27M

Average savings $27 million



Key Initiatives

Global procurement, 
manufacturing, planning, and 
distribution

Structured new product 
introduction process

Higher capacity utilization rates

Standardized processes

Elimination of pan-European 
leadership

Supply Chain initiatives helped drive International improvement in 2007

The next step: Creating a Global Supply Chain
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An in-depth look at GTO



Process improvements are essential to permanently reduce SG&A

Key Facts
We learned from Project 
Excellence that improved 
business tools are needed to 
drive process improvement
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Project Catalyst:  enabling sustained improvement



Global Standard Platforms
• SAP and Manugistics
• Other standard global systems, tools, and services

Global Organizational Alignment
• Leverage scale and intellectual properties
• Eliminate geographic span breaks

Global Common Processes
• Leverage efficiencies of shared services
• Reduce transaction work with consolidation
• Improve acquisition integration

Catalyst Goal:  Globalize processes to reduce costs



Historical HR

Silo-driven functions – long 
process cycle times

Paper-driven processes creating 
administrative waste

Overlapping, redundant 
processes increase time needed to 
compete HR and Payroll tasks

Evolving HR

Employee and Manager           
self-sufficiency

Customer oriented, simplified 
processes to maximize partner 
productivity

People are managed to contribute to 
the business’s competitive 
advantage

Catalyst will help us better manage Human Capital



$2 to $4M
Reduce transactional work
Improve finance team efficiency

Shared 
Services

Potential SavingsPrimary GoalsBusiness

$8 to $12M

Create global back-office, shared-service functions
Create country-specific business teams
Reduce transactional work
Utilized a common SAP platform

Global 
Consumer

$4 to $6M
Develop improved model for global innovation
Reduce maintenance costs by using common SAP 
platform

GTO

$6 to $8M
Reduce transactional work by leveraging shared 
services
Improve HR efficiency

Smith & 
Hawken

$20 to $30M

Target: $30 million in annual savings
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An in-depth look at GTO



Commodity Cost increases continue

Annual Incremental Commodity Cost Increases
FY2004 To FY2008
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$148M since 2004



Mitigation of Commodity risk remains a key priority

Annually negotiated purchasing contracts
– Energy
– Seed
– Resin
– Peat

Use of “Direct Hedge” Marketplace  
– Urea (limited to 6 months forward)

Traded Fuel Derivatives (DOE Index)
– Diesel and gasoline

Scotts employs 3 basic tools to minimize risk to Commodity Cost increases



Closing thoughts on Commodity Costs

If the future plays out as the markets forecast, we 
expect smaller incremental 2009 Commodity Cost 
increases vs. the 2008 baseline

Urea supply has not kept pace with demand
− New capacity is coming on line in late 2008 through 2011, 

which should ease urea pricing

It seems that the rate of growth with ethanol is 
slowing

− This development should ease commodity pricing 
pressure on both grains and urea

Commodity Cost Increases
FY2004 To FY2009F
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Agenda

Project Catalyst
– Annual SG&A savings up to $30 million with payoff beginning in 2009

Commodity Costs
– Minimizing exposure to Commodity Cost increases

Our effort to create a regional supply chain
– Up to $50 million in annual savings opportunities

– Up to $100 to $150 million in incremental cash flow opportunities

An in-depth look at GTO



Key Opportunities

Fertilizer capacity – flexible, cheap, seasonal

High storage and handling costs – minimize eliminate

Retailer inventories and lead times – improve operations

Two-stop distribution model – wasted movement

Regional Supply Chain

CURRENT STATE:
“Centers of Excellence” production strategy & “Store Operations” distribution strategy

10 warehouses ship Fertilizer, Seed, Durables, Plant 
Foods & Controls to retailers

25 Growing Media plants produce and ship to retailers.1 primary fertilizer production site ships to 10 warehouses

Product Flow



Potential Financial Rewards

− Improve retailer turns

− Up to $100-$150 million in incremental cash flow

− Up to $50 million in annual savings

Regional Supply Chain

Slower velocity, each pick, case productSlower velocity, each pick, case product Higher velocity, full pallet, bagged productsHigher velocity, full pallet, bagged products

Regional fertilizer blend/pack sites ship to Growing Media plants. 

25 Growing Media plants produce Growing Media product, 
which is shipping with fertilizer to retailers. 

5 warehouses ship Seed, Durables, Plant Foods & 
Controls to retailers.

Product Flow

FUTURE STATE:  
“Product-Centric” Supply Chain strategy

Next Steps

− Pilot in 2008 to validate operational 
assumptions

− Confirm plans to complete roll-out by end 
of 2010



Conclusion

Implement technology and process improvements to deliver up 
to $30 million in annual SG&A savings

Efficiently manage commodity costs to reduce impact and 
increase predictability

Pursue up to $50 million in annual Supply Chain savings

Target $100-$150 million in incremental cash flow over 
planning period



Leveraging Our Core Strengths:
Driving Growth Through Innovation

Jeff Garascia, PhD
Vice President
Research & Development



Scotts has a long history of product innovation in 
consumer lawn and garden care

Grass Seed
– First offered lawn seed by mail – 1907
– First patented bluegrass – 1962
– Heat Tolerant Blue - 2004

Fertilizer
– First homogenous lawn fertilizer –1956
– Polyform Fertilizer – 1969
– MURP Fertilizer – 1992
– Bonus S Max – 2007

Active Ingredients
– First Weed & Feed – 1947
– Weed-B-Gon – 1970
– Ortho Home Defense MAX - 2007

Growing Media
– Miracle-Gro Potting Soil - 1998
– Moisture Control Potting Soil - 2001

Applicators
– First lawn drop spreader – 1937
– Miracle-Gro Garden Feeder – 1983
– Deluxe Rotary Spreader – 2005
– LiquaFeed – 2006



Three common traits defined Scotts previous 
successes with innovation

Simple
Understanding of need 
Purchase decision
Ease of use
Transit and storage
Reduced time for result
Fun to use

Sustainable
Safe
Easy to use properly
Low environmental impact
Reduction in materials
Recyclable material

Significant
EBITA accretive
Generates cost savings
Meets competitive threat
Global opportunity
Proprietary to Scotts

Moving forward these criteria will serve as strategic 
filters to create focus and establish priorities



ScottsTurf Builder with Water Smart 

Miracle-Gro Plant Food Singles 

Miracle-Gro Liquafeed Advance

Ortho Weed-B-Gon Max Plus Crabgrass Control

Ortho Weed-B-Gon Max Singles

Roundup Pump ‘n Go

These traits can be seen in Scotts new products 
for 2008 – setting the stage for more “big ideas”



Scotts’ new Weed-B-Gon Max Singles is targeted 
against conventional concentrates …



And is a more simple solution for consumers than 
Bayer products that require expert knowledge

Bayer Back Label Directions Ortho Singles Back Label Directions



A new innovation model is being deployed to drive 
focus and alignment with our strategic filters

Objectives of Innovation Model

1. Deliver at least $200 million in new product launches each year from the 
innovation pipeline

2. Globalize R&D to more effectively leverage Scotts’ consumer insights and 
technology portfolio

3. Map innovation categories and initiatives by year to create a sustainable 
pipeline of ideas

Allow ideas needing more than one or two years to be pursued
Manage financial risk by moving projects forward and backward as needed



Steps have been taken to ensure that our new 
model is successful

Innovation Model Success Drivers

1. Senior management has been linked directly into innovation 
management to ensure alignment

2. A rigorous process tracks each innovation project to ensure forward 
progress and timely decision making

3. The R&D budget has been increased by 12% and resources have 
been redeployed to allow a 44% increase in spending on more 
significant innovation projects



Stage 3 Stage 4Stage 2 Stage 5/6

La
un

ch

Exploratory Stage & Gate Launch & Leverage

Concept
Submission

Project 
description
Scope 
evaluation

Development
Assessment

Commercial
Assessment

Exploratory
- Simplify
- Sustainable
- Significant

Strategic Planning

Regional
and Global

Requirements

Acquisition
Candidates

New
Technology

New Understanding
of Consumer Need

New Consumer
Needs Identified

The rigorous process used to drive innovation is based 
on the Stage & Gate process used by operations



The new innovation model is off to a successful 
start with much work remaining

Significant Ideas: We have identified 20 potential opportunities with value 
ranging from $10 to $50 million each

Global Sharing: We are working two major projects globally and have 
identified two products from Europe that fill unmet consumer needs in North 
America

On-time Execution: We launched 2009 projects six months earlier than 2008 
projects allowing us earlier focus on projects needed to drive innovation

Leveraging Third-party Assistance: We have engaged design expertise of 
third parties and Scotts’ suppliers to drive innovation further and more quickly



The innovation pipeline for FY2009 has more 
significant ideas than can be reasonably launched

Extend Water Smart
New grass seed varieties
Bird food 
Mulch improvements
New Garden Soil
New Home Defense offerings
Repellents
Naturals products in all categories
Grocery channel products

We are developing “big ideas” in all parts of the business



A key example of more significant innovation is 
Scotts patented CRC technology

It Works

Based on Scotts 
proven Osmocote 
controlled release 
technology

Active ingredient in 
wax coating is placed 
over NPK substrate 
under the Osmocote 
layer

Soil moisture and 
temperature allow the 
active to release over
1 to 18 months

All active is released

CRC
Conventional

Active
Unprotected

It’s Significant

Consistent dose of 
active ingredient over 
time from CRC improves 
performance

Single application of 
CRC replaces multiple 
conventional  
applications to reduce 
time and labor costs

Reduced exposure to 
actives for users since 
product is coated and 
applied just once

CRC is sustainable, 
eliminating spraying and 
reducing runoff

1 Application CRC versus 4 Conventional Active



Leveraging Our Core Strengths:
Building Stronger Relationships 
With Consumers And Retailers

Jan Valentic
Senior Vice President
Marketing Services

Brian Kura
Senior Vice President
North American Sales



Agenda

1. All new www.scotts.com

Using the web to deliver a personalized consumer 
experience

2. Our media spending strategy will deliver better impact with 
more flexibility

3. A collaborative approach to converting shoppers to buyers at 
retail

4. Leveraging our sales force to build stronger relationships with 
our retail partners

A competitive advantage for SMG: 
Improving our consumer and retailer relationships



Previous site did not capitalize on our category leadership 

All new Scotts.com will leverage our portfolio
of world-class brands

Individual brand sites vs. one  
go-to resource for Lawn & 
Garden

Product encyclopedia vs. cross-
brand solutions and inspiration

Bolt-on micro-sites vs. web 2.0 
functionality 

Outdated technology (cold 
fusion) vs. global, scalable 
platform (ATG)



New site will invite consumers to have a dialogue with us

The web is a cornerstone for relationship 
marketing

Personalization

All brands are integrated into 
experience

Easier navigation 

Product information is still 
just a click away 

Friendly, optimistic tone

Clean, intuitive design



“How to” articles and
videos

Cross brand product
recommendations

Relevant, related
content zones and tools

Answers: Quick to find, easy to understand



Project ideas help consumers succeed and allow 
us to provide a cross-branded shopping list

Consumer ratings
and reviews

Easy-to-understand
visuals

Cross-brand shopping
list

Sorted by interest groups
or “neighborhoods”

Print or e-mail to a
friend



Our site will provide a “community” for gardeners 
and a source of intelligence for us

Blogs from our experts
and the community

Forums

Up load photos and
videos



Investment in key word optimization will increase 
our visibility with Web users seeking solutions

Our key word strategy

Increase the visibility of 
“organic” search results

Use paid search options 
to promote our brands / 
sites



Improved corporate pages will include 
enhancements to our Investor Relations site

IR site enhancements

Easier SEC document 
search

“News” and presentations
will be easier to find 



The Web will be an ongoing commitment 

Initial launch in February with 
upgrades in April and ongoing 
refreshes

Dedicated internal team with more 
resources being added

Keeping the site fresh will be key to success



Better impact

Multi-media plan reflects consumer habits

More prime/sports in TV

More lifestyle print

Public Relations will leverage current issues

Fully integrated creative campaigns 

More consumer call-to-action

Extending our season into Fall

Our media spending strategy will deliver better 
impact with more flexibility



Better Flexibility

Run media when weather is right

– Weather-triggered radio and news will provide 
flexibility/regional-specific creative

Collaborate with sales on media

– Select local media appropriate for key markets

– Adjust in-store support accordingly

Our media spending strategy will deliver better 
impact with more flexibility



Collaboration is an important part of maximizing 
outdoor advertising

Increased use of outdoor advertising 

Outdoor increases 
frequency of simple call-to-
action messages in season

Sales team helps select 
locations near major 
retailers

Billboards driving 
incremental retailer support 
at the local level 



Consumer call-to-action promotions will drive 
consumer traffic and POS in 2008

Consumer Call-to-Action is key

4-page national insert in spring
to support lawns news

Customized promotion with
retailers – biggest in history



Model for Integrated Sales and Marketing

Dedicated end-caps will support in-season promotions and 
advertising

Standalone displays more visible

Easy-to-understand, point-of-purchase communication

Counselors to assist/educate consumers and sell Scotts 
products

Strong retailer and in-store support will convert 
shoppers to buyers



We will continue to drive this competitive advantage

Investment in sales force will increase by 11%

In-store execution will be critical next year

Increased focus on driving POS and interacting with 
consumers

Providing more tools to drive sales at the regional and local 
levels

Leveraging our sales force



Answering the ‘why now’ question given economic outlook

This is the ideal time to invest in sales
In-store execution is key

Invest now while our competitors are weak

Past results demonstrate our business is relatively economic or 
recession resistant

Need to drive L&G during these tough economic times

Increasing our presence on coverage on weekends with our 
Councilor program

Significant portion of this investment is outside of the Home 
Center Team

Increasing our investment in sales is imperative



Increasing our exposure

Independent/national account
channel is thriving

These customers are looking to
Scotts to help them drive traffic and
succeed in Lawn & Garden

Grocery, drug and specialty stores
will become a greater focus

Renewed focus on working with independents, national 
accounts and channel expansion is part of this strategy



Renewed focus on working with independents, national 
accounts and channel expansion is part of this strategy

VP-level support focused on success

Develop toolbox for winning

Increasing our exposure

Independent/National Account
channel is thriving

These customers are looking to
Scotts to help them drive traffic and
succeed in Lawn & Garden

Grocery, drug and specialty stores
will become a greater focus



A competitive advantage for SMG: 
Improving our consumer and retailer relationships



It’s Gro Time!
Leveraging Our Core Strengths 
To Grow In Gardens & Birding

Rich Sorota 
Senior Vice President
Gardens & Birding



2007 Gardens had record sales, profits and POS

Gardens grew by +12%
Growing media up +15%
Plant Food improved +3%

POS remained strong in 2007 in the face of broader challenges

Momentum remains strong and 
continued growth expected in 2008

SMG’s most profitable business



Gardens presents valuable lessons in leveraging 
our core strengths for profitable growth

Branded Innovation

Superior Sales Force

Only National Supply Chain

+56% +15%+45% +66% +170%



How did we get there?

A dramatic evolution

All dirt is not created equal



How and why ScottsMiracle-Gro, our retailers and our consumers all won

In the late 1990s, this was a pure commodity category with top soil, peat 
moss and cow manure selling for $1 a bag

Case Study: 
How Growing Media evolved

The problem
SMG profit:    1-2%

Retail profit:  1-2%

Consumer experience: Awful 



We leveraged all of our core strengths to change the category

R&D created a professional grade product that delivered superior results

Marketing created consumer excitement with the Miracle-Gro brand

Sales helped our retailers understand trade-up strategy/improved economics 
and cross-merchandise product

Supply chain created only national/regional distribution network that ensured 
success

The solution

How and why ScottsMiracle-Gro, our retailers and our consumers all won

Case Study: 
How Growing Media evolved



Category has grown by 56 % (9% CAGR) since 2002

11% EBITA CAGR since 2002

Growing Media now our most profitable business

Double-digit growth continues nearly 10 years after 
the initial launch

Growing media has provided a strong model for 
other commodity categories like mulch and bird 
food 

The result

How and why ScottsMiracle-Gro, our retailers and our consumers all won

Case Study: 
How Growing Media evolved



Create an even stronger consumer connection         
with Miracle-Gro brand

How do we continue double-digit growth?

Miracle-Gro has helped gardeners succeed for nearly 60 years



Unleash our optimism to wake up to possibilities

Go outside and grow something  

Discover all the good things that can happen when you do

Our new call to action:           

Make Make “IT’S GRO TIME” the                          for Lawn & Gardenthe                          for Lawn & GardenJUST DO IT

















Internet

Spot Radio

Nat’l Radio

Print

TV

PR

JulyJuneMayAprilMarch

Supporting
New New

Bring “Gro Time” to unexpected places

New



“Grow” gardeners via
Store within-a-store

LiquaFeed Advance on QVC
Reaches over 85M homes in U.S.
QVC.com receives 5M new views each month
29 million consumers have purchased on QVC

Plant Food Sampling for a “Wow” Experience 
In-store handouts
Singles sample via 1-800 Flowers
LiquaFeed gift packs via SLS 500k Gift Packs2M Samples

Bring “Gro Time” to unexpected places



Testing in-store experience

Bring “Gro Time” to retail



Innovation remains key to incremental growth

2008: Continue making feeding as easy as watering 



Decorative mulch: Another example of leveraging 
our strengths to create a value-added proposition

Scotts Nature Scapes has become our fastest-growing product

Consumer Benefits

–Year-long color

–Natural weed prevention 

Sales approaching $65 million

2007: Consumer purchases up 66%

5-year CAGR: 60+%



Wild Bird Food has same characteristics as 
Growing Media and Decorative Mulch

Huge +$1B category

87% of consumers are unaware of any bird food brand

No one is offering innovative superior products

No one has national/regional supply network

Merchandising in-store experience is weak



Scotts will take category leadership in Wild Bird 
Food like we did in Growing Media

Scotts entered the category in 2005 and is the No. 2 player 

Drive superior brand

Launch innovative products and 
packaging

Exploit Sales Force: improved in-store 
experience

Leverage Supply Chain: only 
national/regional network



Tremendous correlation between bird feeding and gardening
Bird food users are also gardeners
Attracting birds is a great way to interact with and get more enjoyment out 
of their gardens

As the leader in gardening, backyard birding is 
ours to own and grow

70%

56%

80%Potting Mix   

Plant Food   

Lawn Fertilizer   

Cross-purchase intent 
Wild Bird Food users



2008 will be another record year                       
for Gardens & Birding



Leveraging Our Core Strengths:
Driving Near- And Long-Term Growth In Lawns

Dan Paradiso
Senior Vice President
Lawns



The good news is … we have a world-class brand 
and a great business!

Category 
Leading Share

Historically 
Strong Growth

Superior 
Supply Chain

Healthy 
Margins

Leading Customer 
Support

Loyal Consumer 
Base



But, we can make it much better …

*vs. unfed

We’ve been talking 
to the same people, 
the same way for 40 

years! 



Water is a BIG consumer issue

Water restrictions in 2007

No water restrictions

80% of the U.S. experienced drought conditions in 2007

Source: The Weather Channel, October 9, 2007



2008 will be the start of BIG change for Lawns

New Turfbuilder with Water Smart™…

A healthier lawn with less water! 



Turf Builder with Water Smart™ allows 
lawns to use water more efficiently

Fed with Scotts® Water 
Smart™ Formula

Source: Scotts R&D, Fall 2007

Unfed



New packaging is simpler for the consumer 
and better reflects our premium positioning  

Lawns to Lawns to ““enjoyenjoy”” versus versus 
““look atlook at””

Updated Scotts logoUpdated Scotts logo

When to applyWhen to apply
communication is front communication is front 
and centerand center

Icons to communicate Icons to communicate 
what the product doeswhat the product does

–– Safe for Kids &Safe for Kids &
Pets!Pets!

––Builds strong, deep Builds strong, deep 
rootsroots

––New Water SmartNew Water Smart
benefit!benefit!



Turf Builder with Water Smart™ will be supported 
by the largest campaign in Scotts history

$30 million launch plan focused $30 million launch plan focused 
on national advertising and on national advertising and 
promotionpromotion

Massive PR campaign to drive a Massive PR campaign to drive a 
positive environmental message positive environmental message 
(Are You Water Smart?)(Are You Water Smart?)

InIn--store presence to reinforce store presence to reinforce 
the message at the point of salethe message at the point of sale



Promotions

Radio

TV

Online

PR

Retail 
Events

In-store 
Experience

Product
Packaging

Unexpected 
Places

Our fully integrated campaign will reach millions 
of new consumers



Turf Builder with Water Smart™
“Grass Roots Tour”

Tentative
2008

Outside View Inside View

* Design in Progress



In-store support will begin to deliver on our 
promise to improve the retail experience



But, we’re not going to stop there … we have to improve 
the consumer experience

1960 2000



2011 Vision:

Our business is 
rocking:

Experience is 
“consumerized.” Fall 
is growing rapidly and 
consumer perceptions 
have changed for the 

better!

The new plan calls for game-changing action!

Differentiate product versus 
competition

Exploit channel opportunities

Leverage “green movement” to our 
advantage

Simplify and improve experience



Leveraging Our Core Strengths 
In International Consumer

Claude Lopez
Executive Vice President
International



International had strong performance in 2007 and is 
poised for continued growth and improvement

Sales* improved 15%, 6% in 
local currency
Operating profits* up 23%, 12% 
excluding foreign exchange
Weak dollar will continue to 
benefit our reported results

Performance exceeded financial guidance and internal goals

Strong growth throughout 
the consumer franchise

* 2007 International Segment (Consumer & Pro)



We will leverage our successes in 2008; invest to 
further strengthen our UK business

Our expectations for the International 
Consumer Business in 2008

Strong marketing programs
New listings
Continued momentum
Sales up 4 to 6%

We remain committed to a long-term 
goal of 7-9% annual EBIT growth



Leveraging global strengths unlocked our growth

We are succeeding by using the “Scotts model”

International focus was on 
sales and marketing

Successfully launched global 
innovation and brand initiatives

Relied on global “centers of 
excellence” for support

This new mindset quickly 
accelerated our progress



Key Initiatives

Global procurement, 
manufacturing, planning, and 
distribution

Higher capacity utilization rates

Improved processes

Elimination of pan-European 
leadership

Supply Chain initiatives helped drive 
International improvements in 2007



Reduce transactional work
Improve finance team efficiency

Shared 
Services

Primary GoalsBusiness
Create global back office, shared service functions
Create country specific business teams
Reduce transactional work
Utilized a common SAP platform

Global 
Consumer

Develop improved model for global innovation
Reduce maintenance costs by using common SAP 
platform

GTO

Reduce transactional work by leveraging shared 
services
Improve HR efficiency

Smith & 
Hawken

Project Catalyst will drive out further costs, allow 
International to create additional SG&A leverage

Many of the project objectives will have a direct benefit to International



Our “steal-with-pride” approach will include 
marketing initiatives as well as new products

Key Initiatives

LiquaFeed launch in Europe was 
our most successful ever

Gro Time campaign will also have 
a European message

Water Smart 



Strong momentum in France will continue in 2008

We continue strengthening retailer relationships and improve listings

Sales improved 11% in 2007 (local 
currency)

Strong growth in Growing Media 

Strong gains from expanded relationship 
with Carrefour

New listing with major retailer in 2008



Investments in our UK business will allow us to 
strengthen our market-leading position

Maintaining an aggressive stance is critical in this competitive market

Total sales in 2007 improved 2% (local currency)

Miracle-Gro Potting Mix sales improved 24% 

Major initiatives

Continued momentum in Growing Media

Second-year success with LiquaFeed

Acceleration of lawn fertilizer growth

2008 Target: Double-digit sales growth

Significant market share gains



Global naturals team is driving innovation to help us win in the marketplace

While Central Europe has evolved as an early adopter of naturals, the trend 
continues to gain momentum with consumers across Europe

Naturals will continue to evolve as a major initiative

Roll-out of our natural range in 
France and the UK

Products will be marketed under the 
Miracle-Gro, Weedol, Evergreen, 
Fertiligene and Bug Clear brands

Strategic alliances can accelerate 
market leadership in this area



Naturals concept is even bigger than LiquaFeed

2008 sales from new organic products expected to exceed $15 million

High growth rates in future years

Key learning will be applied to U.S.





Global Professional:
Using Technologies & Technical Services To Drive
Continued Growth

Fred Bosch
Senior Vice President
Global Professional



Our Pro customers take rational buying decisions 
based on perceived value equations

Ornamental Horticulture
Growers of Container Nursery Stock
Growers of pot plants

Professional Turf
Golf course superintendents
Sport field grounds men
Commercial landscapers

High Value Specialty Agriculture
Growers of field-grown nursery stock
Growers of other high value crops-oil palm, 
berries, etc.



Reintroducing Global Professional: 
With strong contribution to SMG’s earnings

2007 results

Global sales: $282 million 

Operating income: $31 million

The regional Pro units were previously embedded in the 
International and NA-business segments

North America

Europe

Emerging 
Markets



Hort 

Turf

Spec.Ag.

Our industry segments High value products
Fertilizer

Growing media

Plant protection

Grass seed

Combined industry: c. $5 billion

Growing approximately +3% annually

With 6% share in a fragmented market, there is room 
for growth and to drive industry consolidation



Strong technologies, service, innovation and new 
markets are driving solid and consistent growth

2004 2005 2006 2007

Compounded Annual Sales Growth: 5%
Compounded EBITA Growth: 7%

100mm

300mm

200mm

Professional Net Sales



There will be increasing demand for environmentally 
friendly fertilizers and other high value inputs

Environmental issues are driving significant industry growth

High increase of food and feed consumption and bio-fuel 

Governments will increasingly legislate a more sustainable use

Environmentally friendly Controlled Release Fertilizers provide a 
more efficient use of available nutrients

Pro users increasingly seek sustainable “solutions” vs. mere products



Our competitive advantages

Results in less leaching and run-off

Fewer applications result in labor savings 

Sustainable use

Higher quality plants and higher yields

Scotts patented coating technologies provide 
efficient and sustainable feeding to plants and turf



Our core strengths provide an opportunity to drive 
continued top- and bottom-line growth

Global Pro will drive the following strategies

1. Exploit our current industry-leading technologies 

2. Leverage our global platform and resources

3. Replicate our European Professional business model

4. Expand into emerging countries

5. Improve product portfolio through game-changing innovation



CRC technology delivers better results in one 
application than current technology

This breakthrough technology will have major benefits for growers 

CRC:

One application

Current technology:

Five applications



The Global Organization will ensure a consistent 
use of best practices and leverage global innovation

Europe / Middle East / Africa
- Expand Grass Seed segment 
- Pro Turf consolidation drive
- Eastern Europe expansion

Emerging CountriesEmerging Countries
- Far East/Asia/Latin America
- Strategic partnerships
- Apply Global Technologies

North AmericaNorth America
- Leverage Grass Seed segment
competencies 

- Scale up Horticulture 
- Drive high value Specialty Ag

$ 45MM
$ 140MM

$ 110MM

Spec Ag

Pro Turf

Hort

Grass Seed



Proprietary technologies, strong brands, broad and 
deep relationships with customers and continued 
aggressive execution will take us to a new level

2003 to 2007 2008 - 2009 2010 and beyond

- New products 
- Aggressive execution
- Devising a strong Global Pro strategy

- Leverage core competencies 
- Geographic expansion
- Scaling businesses

- Breakthrough technologies 
- Expand in emerging markets 
- Create strategic alliances

Our long-term financial goals: Annual organic sales growth of 5 to 7% 



Innovation (Global Center of Excellence 
in Europe)

Leading edge technologies

Strong in field technical support

Environmentally friendly fertilizers

Global grass seeds

Bundled offering

Increased emphasis on Naturals

Food, Feed, Fuel 

Sustainable Agriculture

Hort Nutrient Leader

Sustainable Pro Turf

Specialty Agriculture

Global Professional will grow by replicating 
Scotts European model and a strong pipeline



By executing against these priorities, Global Pro 
will remain an important contributor to SMG results

2008 Expectations

Sales: + 4 to 6% ( excl. acquisitions)

Incremental investments focused on:

Increased Global innovation

Strengthen North America 
sales and marketing

Some potential acquisitions in 
Europe 

Ca. $ 2 Million



By executing against these priorities, Global Pro 
will remain an important contributor to SMG results

2008 Expectations

Sales: + 4 to 6% ( excl. acquisitions)

Incremental investments focused on:

Increased Global innovation

Strengthen North America 
sales and marketing

Some potential acquisitions in 
Europe 

Sales: + 5-7%

EBITA: 8-10%



Felix Carbullido
Senior Vice President
Smith & Hawken



Smith & Hawken is the premier leader 
in garden living

With a commitment to quality, innovation, inspiration and service, 
the brand can significantly expand the category



Our management team remains 
strong and focused on operational execution 

General Manager: Felix Carbullido – 17 years of Retail experience 
Gap Online, Banana Republic and Macy’s

Head Merchant: Melissa Phillips – 10 years of Retail Merchandising 
Wal*Mart buying for lawn and garden, home textiles and décor

Retail Operations:  Jeff Bakehorn – 20 years of Retail execution
Smith & Hawken (10 years) and Crate & Barrel (10 years) 



Entering 2007, these initiatives were the focus 
of our “test-and-learn” strategy

Adjust the merchandising assortment.
Own the patio
Return to our gardening roots
Launch new product initiatives

Strengthen our focus on the consumer business
Grow stores and online
Test new store concept

Grow Business-2-Business
Expand Target relationship
Execute against Starbucks commitment 
Expand customers base

Leverage Scott’s Supply Chain.



Adjust the merchandising assortment.
Own the patio.
Return to our gardening roots.
Launch new product initiatives.

Strengthen our focus on the consumer business.
Grow stores and online.
Test new store concept.

Grow Business-2-Business.
Expand Target relationship.
Execute against Starbucks commitment. 
Expand customers base.

Leverage Scott’s Supply Chain.

Our wins and losses have helped us refine our 
plans and build toward profitability with 

confidence



Record top-line growth in 2007 provides the 
momentum and the confidence for 2008 

The refocused product mix is on track:  

Gardening Division grew 20% during peak 
season.

Return of Garden Essentials.
Live Goods and Consumables 
repositioned as traffic drivers.

Furniture delivered a record year.

Introductory price points
Better in-stock position
Improved delivery strategy



Gardening is at the roots of the Brand 
We offer finely crafted, high quality, useful products

Authenticity: 

hand forged English tools

Performance: 

the ultimate potting bench

Style:

hand thrown terra cotta pots

Annual growth of 10% and peak season growth of 20%, provide the 
platform for a record setting 2008 for Smith and Hawken Gardening



Smith and Hawken is the leader in outdoor furniture
We will continue to improve our record pace

Our highest growth category with our highest Average Retail, furniture 
will continue to drive top-line sales and brand differentiation

Quality: 

Evolving Premium teak –
the ultimate outdoor wood

Accessibility: 

Expanding the base with price-
points at / or below $1200

Style:

Classic materials with modern 
construction



We will continue to cater to our female customer, 
offering her newness in key categories

updated fashion

indoor gardening ideas

embracing her family

garden inspired gifts



The Consumer business is strong 
and will fuel our growth in 2008

5%
7% 9%

-2%-5%

0%

5%

10%

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

YO
Y 

In
cr

ea
se

2007 Consumer Sales Grew 5%

Online is our fastest 

growing channel

Stores are the hub of the brand

Catalog is the primary source of 

traffic to stores and web



The majority of our business is driven out of our 
stores. 2007 comp sales were outstanding

2007 comps: 
7% 12 month comp

14% peak season comp

3 quarters of consecutive traffic comps

2008 plan: 
5 – 8% growth

2 new “Garden” prototype 
openings (Sep 08)

focus on new customer traffic



The Direct to Consumer business becomes a 2008 
focus with low single digit growth

Online 2008 plans :
double the email file

launch major Spring upgrade, continuous 
enhancement approach

Catalog 2008 plans :
reposition to drive store & web traffic

capitalize on segmentation opportunities



The B2B results were strong in 2007 with a strong 
pipeline for 2009 and beyond

Starbucks :
great growth and partnership 

in ‘07

sales will predictably decline in 
’08 due to store rollout plan

Target :
great growth and 

partnership in ‘07

continue to refine and 
grow assortment 

Smith and Hawken Wholesale :
introduce “Smith and Hawken Essentials” in 

’08 – national launch in ‘09

become the national brand for garden 
needs – targeting natural / organic conscious 
consumers



The “Garden Essentials” line will leverage our organic 
gardening roots, increasing our points of distribution

Natural / Organic soils, foods, insecticides, 
seeds, starter kits

Essential Garden Tools and Decor

Increasing our points of distribution :

Natural / Lifestyle Grocery 

High end, national Independents 

High end garden centers

Target 

Smith and Hawken



Aggressively address sourcing and logistics opportunities
Reduce agent fees  
Expand direct sourcing manufacturers 
Develop strict quality standards by Merch category
Launch West Coast Warehouse

Eliminate staffing redundancies (already complete)

Utilize Scotts global customer service capabilities

Begin ERP evaluation to identify key systems upgrades

Supply Chain and Infrastructure improvements

Key Cost Savings Initiatives for 2008   



2008 outlook: Refinements to our strategy have Smith 
& Hawken well-positioned for improvement

Total growth 0% to 4%

Comp Store sales 4 – 6%

280 basis point margin improvement

Improved bottom line, net loss still expected



Financial Guidance:
2008 And Beyond

Dave Evans
Executive Vice President &
Chief Financial Officer



We are in a strong position as we enter the 2008 
season

Healthy category with positive demographic trends

Category leader with strong brands and growing share

Sustainable competitive advantages:
– Supply Chain
– In-store service model
– Consumer relationships
– Commitment to product innovation
– Category scale 

Strong financial flexibility and liquidity

Experienced, talented management team

Clear understanding of what is required to “win”



Current market dynamics present an opportunity 
to exploit these strengths

Big box, DIY retailers are more dependent on L&G category to drive growth 
in the current, challenged economic environment

Weather, commodities, credit markets and competition have significantly
weakened industry competitors

Broader, macro-economic environment has resulted in moderated market
expectations for consumer space

Constricted credit markets and current economic environment provide
increased M&A opportunities for strategic buyers with credit   



We have built a plan to exploit current advantages 
while investing to exploit long-term opportunities

Appropriately conservative top-line growth assumptions 
reflective of current economic environment and retailer attitudes

Input cost assumptions offset with pricing but subject to risk of
on-going market volatility 

Marketing and selling plans designed with the flexibility to shift 
and redeploy based on real-time conditions    

Incremental investments in core competencies to sustain
long-term growth and reduce costs

Continued focus on cash flow generation and balance
sheet management

Equally balanced



Sales are expected to grow 6% to 8% ...

$ in millions

+ More “normalized” weather

+ Strong listings and new product introductions

- Reduced foot traffic / more price-elastic consumer

- Increased retailer balance sheet focus

Factors influencing organic growth rates

North America

International

Scotts LawnService

Smith & Hawken

Total Company

$1,988

$470

230

184

$2,872

6% - 8%

4% - 6%

11% - 15%

0% - 4%

6% - 8%

2007
Sales

2008 
Growth

4%

1%

2%

na

3%

na

na

5%

na

-

Pricing
Acquisition 
Carryover

2% - 4%

3% - 5%

4% - 8%

0% - 4%

3% - 5%

Organic

Key Drivers in 2008

5% - 7%

2% - 4%

10% - 15%

4% - 6%

5% - 7%

Prior Year   
LT Guidance



Gross margin rates are expected to improve in 2008 ...

4% in North America Consumer / 3% overall
Effective January, 2008
Heavily weighted to fertilizers & growing media
In-line with other category participants

Pricing

35.0%

2007 
Actual

Planned cost increases balanced with pricing  
Key focus areas: Nitrogen, fuel, resins, sphagnum, bird food, grass seed
50% of 2008 costs with market volatility have been locked as of 12/1/07
Approximately $250 million remain to be purchased

Commodity Costs

“Normalized” April weather will positively influence mix
Rate neutral/accretive new launches / re-launches
Supply Chain savings to offset natural impact resulting from
higher growth in lower rate Growing Media products

Mix / Supply Chain Savings

2008
Plan

Flat to
+ 50 bps



SG&A growth will be directed toward expanding 
competitive advantages ... 

Amount

2007 SG&A $701

Opportunistic investments: approx. $25
Catalyst II - technology & process improvement
Innovation
Channel expansion
Home Center field sales
Marketing / media messaging

Reinstatement of management incentives approx. $17

Scotts LawnService (< sales growth) approx. $10

All other, net (< 2% growth) approx. $10

2008 SG&A approx. +9%

$ in millions

We have increasingly tightened controls over growth of indirect overhead



Interest expense will reflect full-year impact of 
2007 recapitalization 

Amount
2007 Reported interest expense 71$           
Adjustments to reflect recapitalization as 24            

if it occured 10/1/06 *

2007 Pro Forma interest expense 95
Change in working capital, interest rates & FX $(5) - $(10)

2008 Interest expense $85 - $90

$ in millions

Average debt outstanding
Fixed rate 714$   

Variable rate 646    

Total 1,360$ 

Financial covenants and debt headroom
provide significant flexibility

Other Considerations

* Source:  Reference detailed descriptions in Q3 and Q4 FY2007 earnings release



Operating income growth of mid-single digits; 
slightly greater growth in EPS on Pro Forma basis

2007 2007 2008
Actual Pro Forma Guidance

Net sales $2,872 na +6% to +8%

Gross margin rate 35.0% flat to +50 bps

SG&A 701        +9%

Other income (12)          flat

Operating income $315 +4% to +6%

$ in millions (except EPS)

Flat vs. 2007 actual

Growth up to 8%
vs. 2007 Pro Forma

Adjusted EPS $2.37 $2.19

Interest expense

Tax rate

Fully diluted shares

$71

35%

67.0

$94

35%

65.5

$85 -$90

36%

66.5 to 67.0



Free cash flow from operations will remain strong

$ in millions

2006 
Actual

$125

$193 $180

$200

2007 
Actual

2008 
Expectation

Excluding non-
recurring Roundup 

payment

$168

+ Improved working
capital management

- Increased investment
in capital expenditures

- Flat earnings



Earnings pattern expected to follow trend 
consistent with prior years

$ in millions

(100)

(50)

0

50

100

150

 Q1  Q2 Q3 Q4

$ 
m

m
 A

dj
 N

et
 In

co
m

e

2004 2005 2006 2007 2007 PF

Historic Trends
Net Income will be approx. flat in both 1st

and 2nd halves, reflecting offsetting 
impacts of -

$15 - $20 additional interest expense 
(Oct – Feb) from 2007 recap 

Volume growth rates > in 2nd half 
reflecting unfavorable FY07 weather

Reinstatement of incentives will 
exclusively impact Q3 and Q4

Investment spend weighted to Q2-Q4  

Pro Forma reflects impact 
of increased interest



We will restructure our reporting segments in Q1 
to reflect our new organization structure and how 

we are managing our business 

Historic Segments Future Segments

North America
Consumer
Pro & Emerging Markets

International
Consumer
Pro

Global Consumer
North America
International

Global Pro
North America
Global Pro

No changes to remaining two segments:  Scotts LawnService and Corporate / Other



While absolute numbers will shift, there is nominal 
impact on growth rates 

Historic Segments

North America

International

Scotts LawnService

Corp

$ in millions

$1,988

$470

$230

$184

6% - 8%

4% - 6%

11% - 15%

0% - 4%

2007 2008

Future Segments

$2,177

$281

6% - 8%

4% - 6%

2007 2008Net Sales

Global Consumer

Global Pro

Scotts LawnService

Corp

Net Sales

no change



As we look beyond 2008, we expect our 
investments to accelerate our growth

$ in millions

Net sales

Gross margin improvement

SG&A

Operating income

EPS

5% - 7%

up to 40 bps

4% - 5%

10% - 12%

mid-teens

Avg. Annual 
Growth

(2009 – 2011)

Interest expense 
leverage

“Normalized” consumer spending

Moderating rates of increase in commodity costs with offsetting pricing

Flat interest rates (assumption declines in importance over plan period)

Free cash flow used to de-lever debt 

Key Assumptions



And cash flow generation, which remains on our original 
plan, will continue to grow on average 10 percent per annum

$ in millions

2006

$125

$193

$180 - $200

2007 2008

Excluding non-
recurring Roundup 

payment

$168

$250

2011



Scotts is a compelling investment story

1) We will grow Pro Forma earnings up to 8% in 2008, while concurrently
Spending $20 to $25 million on incremental strategic initiatives
Offsetting a $17 million incentive compensation headwind

2) We will deliver EPS growth in the mid-teens in 2009 and beyond, leaving us in an even 
stronger competitive position

3) Our long-term strategic initiatives give us 
Greater confidence in achieving future sales growth
Tangible process and technology improvements to drive cost efficiencies
Improved management of Human Capital

4) Cash flow generation will continue at record levels and grow

5) We have the depth of talent, skill, category knowledge and “know how” to give us 
confidence in achieving these outcomes

What we told you today …




